50.1 Exercise

You know the word for "son of Atreus;" the word for warrior is αἰχμητής, αἰχμητάο, ὁ (literally, one who spears others). You should now be able to translate the phrases below into Greek with the help of a reminder: adjectives do not necessarily have the same endings as the nouns they modify, but they agree in three ways—gender, number, and case.

1) *the good son of Atreus* (direct object)

2) *the (pair of) sons of Atreus* (subject)

3) *for the good spearman*

4) *of the bad son of Atreus*

5) *good warriors* (subject)

6) *of the spearman*

7) *for the good spearmen*

8) *for the sons of Atreus*

Do you need to supply a word for *the* in the examples above? To supply words for *of* or *for*?